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Rima Remembered 

 

Rima! From whom have you learned to pray this way? 

That the Beloved, into gold turned your words and name! 

 Silence: your peace of mind is a gold mine so Sacred 

Now Here is nearest for seeing with proper vision 

Where the body becomes the Soul’s instrument 

Conscious of hidden treasures within the chef’s recipe, 

The soul kitchen’s main ingredient is Love’s specialty. 

In this world’s marketplace don’t seek contentedness 

For the Creators are the most joyous and conscious 

Those with purely polished mirrors as hearts  

Are capable and able to perfectly reflect life’s art 

If the poor lover scattered his heart’s counterfeit part, 

Don’t worry for his matter completes another’s part.     

Although I am far from you, you are far from none: 

For my hope of union with you has never gone! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KisMet 

 

Above & Beyond outstanding  

Forever, Always standing out 

Hanging out Rapping out loud 

Matching sounds making rounds 

Watching crowds Attracting fans 

Creating supplies Gaining demands 

Innovative minds reigning in command 

Awake souls sharing content control 

It’s our world of shapes and forms 

It’s our words shaping our forms 

From two we form the One re-born 

From two we join for One re-form 

Involved in love evolved lovers perform 

Informed of problems we solve dissolve ‘em 

Revolving around each other’s best interests 

With our attention on pure intentions 

And true affection for all us members  

Remember we’re all sure to benefit 

 

 

 

 



 

 

H.A.L.L.A. 
 

 

You are my eyes 

Sending me sight 

 

You are my ears 

Helping me hear 

 

You are my nose 

Here my air flows 

 

You are my mouth 

Where words come out 

 

You are my mind state 

Creating time and space 

 

Ya, you are my heart 

The place all life starts 

 

 

H.A.L.L.A Head, Arm, Leg, Leg, Arm HALLA 

H.A.L.L.A Head, Arm, Leg, Leg, Arm HALLA 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Better World 

 

Love’s freeing thoughts in mind’s jail 

Light speeds ahead of time’s grey scale 

Life’s led within the space that prevails 

The truth of each being leading the race 

Reaching freedom what us beings crave 

See-shores are also hearing these waves 

Peaking hills spill waterfalls into valleys 

Freeways, streets, boulevards and alleys 

Us beings always seeking pleasure’s route 

But beliefs never where treasure’s found 

Nothing new under the Sun, no doubt 

Sky’s hue always blue without clouds 

Witnessing its silver linings all around 

This better world that we all dream about 

Wishing lucky stars will be shining down… 

Telling hopes to telescope’s looking glass 

Absorbing self, to recording cosmic raps 

Peace cords, morphing notes into pacts 

G codes pick locks off Master Keypads 

Beast mode slipping of this duck’s back 

Twilighting dusk’s moon up dawn’s crack 

Early birds-eye view more worms to catch 

 



 

HER 

 

Who is “She”?  Hu is “She”! 

She who gives you so much passion, 

She who turns your bitterness to joy, 

She who transforms a devil to an angel, 

Hu turns mornings to a feast, 

She who grants vision and wisdom to a man born blind, 

Hu brightens up the dark, 

Hu softens the thorns and turns them to flowers! 

She who gives light to the stars; 

She who solves the unsolvable; 

She gives mercy to all servants and admires Her own creation too; 

She who lets sins fall away, like the autumn leaves, 

Hu whispers excuses in the unbelievers’ ears, 

Tells her to say, “O owner of loyalty, forgive me, for my sins” 

And when she starts praying in hiding She whispers, “Amen.” 

It’s love that in good and evil puts power in our arms and legs. 

It’s love that matches this weak body with the body of Gods. 

Besides her, I have nothing else to do. 

She’s my work, she’s my workshop too. 

She’s my world, and my worldliness too. 

I brag and brag and brag, because she’s purchasing me. 

I’ll fly to the sky since she’s my feathers and my wings. 

I’ll reach to the heavens, because she’s my head and turban. 

Like a garden of flowers, I color-she’s given me all the paints. 

Like the life-giving sun, she showers me with precious light. 

Why has the house of my body become the Mecca of the masses? 

Because night and day she’s all over my body. 

She says, “Stop now-how much you brag and brag!” 

What can I do? I am so very helpless, ooh 

My “too little” and my “too much” are of her too. 



 

High On Life 

 

I don’t speak, I float in the air wrapped in a sheet 

I’m not a real being, just a ghost trapped in a beat 

Speaker boxes release me of my trance, so party and dance 

I translate as my voice is read through an echocardiogram 

The noise instead transmitting Life Lines straight ahead 

To uplift all spirits becomes the only choice that’s left 

Right now see your soul Opening wings take flight 

Like the GOAT Michael “Air” Jordan in his prime 

Teach tongue in cheek let students stick out their tongues 

Begin French kissing miss and mister now speak in tongues 

There's a certain intrigue within our physique, a witnessing energy 

Its mystique seeks to show the unique, even though it knows unity 

Poetry roots deep, rockin’ steady, for our seeds to grow fully 

Blessed MiCs from Cali to Iran, AmiRimA, rap flows yours truly 

I don’t speak, I float in the air wrapped in a sheet 

I’m not a real being, just a ghost trapped in a beat 

Speaker boxes release me of my trance, so party and dance 

I translate as my voice is read through an echocardiogram 

The noise instead transmitting Life Lines straight ahead 

To uplift all spirits becomes the only choice that’s left 

Right now see your soul Opening wings take flight 

Like the GOAT Michael “Air” Jordan in his prime 

Teach tongue in cheek let students stick out their tongues 

Begin French kissing miss and mister now speak in tongues 

There's a certain intrigue within our physique, a witnessing energy 

Its mystique seeks to show the unique, even though it knows unity 

Poetry roots deep, rockin’ steady, for our seeds to grow fully 

Blessed MiCs from Cali to Iran, AmiRimA, rap flows yours truly 

 



 

His Story 

 

In all the Magian Monastery 

There isn’t one as high as me 

My cloak is the wine’s hostage 

Its chamber is within my heart 

If the mirror of our king is dusty 

From God I seek to speak clearly 

I’ve repented to that idol wine seller 

Not to drink without our fortune teller 

The flower bragged about its own scent 

Don’t fret even the blind are given attention 

His story can only be told by a burning candle 

Or else the butterfly wouldn’t care to lament 

This stream is plugged from the outskirts 

Of our sights unless they put me on first 

Freight ships bringing barrels of wine 

Compassionately I’ve searched to find 

Don’t worry me with finding my mate 

With wine and weed merry I will make 

This story is told by the glorious morning 

For inside the bars music will be playing 

 



 

 

Hold My Own 

 

Yo, I can hold my own 

With the world’s known 

Poets in verse or prose 

Poetry immerses the flow 

As I get up from my revelry 

I’m all set to have no rivalry 

Left with my thoughtful dome 

And when that leaves me alone 

I roam to Rome and back home 

Undefeated—Undetected—Perfected 

My style’s mastered and protected 

By the Most High’s Divine connection 

Impulses, inclinations giving direction 

Listening intently to sense’s intuition 

For the next bend along life’s mission 

The latest end begins as a decision 

Til time blends it all in your vision 

In consciousness enters intention 

It takes space to implement, right 

For it does take some time to find 

The sight that shines in your mind 

Is the light that shines in your eyes 

 

 



 

 

Holdin’ 

 

Dear Beloved Life 

Near as Beloved Wife 

Here as Love & Light 

Years of Sun & Shine 

Fears gone out my mind 

Tears poured out my eyes 

Clear your own lies 

Heal your own ties 

Feel your own high 

Need your own time 

Be your own Guide 

Free your own mind 

Reveal your own light 

Appeal to your own kind 

Be Real to your own life 

Yo, so seek and you’ll find 

 Fixed designs of light divine  

Color Coded in my rhymes 

 

 



 

 

Holy Grail II 

 

I’d give it all up my love 

Drinking from the cup 

Of youth’s fountain love 

On truth’s mountain, yuh 

If speech is silver, yo 

Then silence is golden 

I’m blazing more trails 

While waiting to exhale 

Like raining Mary’s Hail 

Like chasing Ginger’s Ale 

Stating stories singing tales 

Gaining glory and Holy Grails 

My cup overflowing Holy Grail 

My bud always grows Holy Grail 

 

 

 

 



 

Holy War 

 

We at war with unjust politicians 

Greedy dictators, corrupt terrorists 

And big businesses rigging this system 

See the stem and get to its root 

Not far from the tree fell its fruit 

Seeds planted into our children grew 

To raise the youth tell them the truth 

The flavor you taste is sent as proof 

The labor you take to squeeze its juice 

That favor’s repaid by seeking its use 

Savor what’s made don’t be confused 

Seize the day, for the sleep you lose 

Seeks to gain the field you choose 

Don’t speak in vain to feel valued 

Those deeds yield pain, not virtue 

You reap what you sow that’s true 

You won’t keep what you owe, sure  

Yo, teach what you know to be sure 

Go, reach that to grow and be pure 

The Holy War’s against our carnal soul 

It’s not against the people of the world 

 

 



 

Home Coming 

 

I’m coming Home, I’m coming Home, I’m coming Home 

 

Uh coming into my own 

To holding down the fort 

Even when we’re on the road 

Can’t leave without our phones 

Beings are seeking to be known 

Some things just never get old 

Other things we just can’t afford 

Want to see how much I’ve grown 

While managing my time alone 

Child’s adapting being in the zone 

Fathering my style never been a clone 

New wedding trends enter the drones 

New setting still sitting on our soul 

Truth raises us up to love our work 

Time changes us just go with the flow 

Mind states polishing philosopher stones 

Blind faith adjusting its focus with hope 

Find grace by loving people and the world 

 



 

 

Home Coming 

 

I just wanna pour my Soul 

In every rhyme that I flow 

In every line that he spoke 

In any line that she wrote 

Alchemy’s shine can’t be broke 

Family time find me at home 

Daily life day in the life  

Of I’m at your service  

for what serves souls 

Purpose if that prospers souls 

Worth it Rap rules my world 

Fortunes attract girls in stores 

Porsche’s driven by Persian girls 

Gorgeous gifted gab dulche deluxe 

Forbes A-list celebrity’s living large 

Love willing demands gain scores 

Fore-fitting plans staying at home 

 

 

 



 

 

Honestly 

 

                                                                     Honestly you never had, honesty 

Honesty, you never had honestly 

Modesty you never had modestly 

Commonly you never had courtesy 

Policy you never had any properly 

Properly you never had property 

Probably you never had possibility 

Possibly you never had opportunity 

Opportunity you never had probably 

Property you never had properly 

Properly you never had any policy 

Courtesy you never had commonly 

Modestly you never had modesty 

Honesty, you never had honestly 

Honestly you never had, honesty 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Honesty 

 

Honestly the honesty 

Is why they love us 

Modestly the money 

Is why they trust us 

Commonly a commodity 

Like stocks that bond us 

Properly like property 

Lands shelters houses 

Safety likes security 

And serves protection 

Serenity like tranquility 

Deserves our affection 

Surely why certainty 

Learns its direction 

Is truly why clarity 

Earns its connection 

 

 

 



 

Session 

 

If wood could bark 

Then dogs should talk 

Eyes are watching GOD 

Rhymes are talking Love 

These times keep testing Us 

Young minds stretching out 

Love Drunk was getting up 

God’s Sun keeps shining on 

One for All, All for One  

Got so much Love y’all 

Like Laws of Attraction 

If just are being’s passions 

Its cause keeps on matching 

Karma’s sly sense of fashion 

That’s trusting this compassion 

It’s adjusting our reactions 

Or adapting with detachment 

And acting with dispassion 

Adding it all up is a blessing 

Rapping up yet another session 

 

 



 

 

 

Fine-Tuned 

 

Eyes ruby red tears  

For your ruby red lips 

True I’m thinking of you 

Unsure if you think of me too 

Assured new things coming soon 

Chosen Few beings controlling moods 

Spoken true lyrics consoling you 

Woke pure music conscious view 

Souls tuned into it one with tune 

Core’s croon to it come on resume 

Words work to be worth volumes 

Records of songs in internet stores 

To performing songs in concert shows 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Honor 

 

It can be only me 

I’ll enjoy my company 

Loving my family 

Living comfortably 

Taking it as it comes to me 

Making it rap suddenly 

Rain, Storm, Thunder, Lightning formed 

Pray for wonder rhyming words 

Say as an honor writing rhymes 

May your honor enlighten minds 

Praise the order brighten times 

Raise your order liken minds 

Attain the border heighten lines 

Gain the decoder decipher the times 

Again gotta be bolder discover light 

Ages gotten to get older discover sight 

Sages taught with controllers discover minds 

Paces walked with cordless covered minds 

Phases thought this sort of OverMind 

Pages wrought with words to never mind 

Phrases sung musically for better times 

 

Your Honor: Honor Your Honor…. 

 



 

HOPE 

 

Hoping for the better days 

Now we got a different way 

How ‘bout giving myself away 

By giving what I want to gain 

Like another way to give thanks 

Find another way to sing praise 

There are so many ways to pray 

Wild hunters chase larger game 

I’m wishing to make a change 

Signing way too many surveys 

Want to raise minimum wage 

We’re working for bigger pay 

Or for serving a greater state 

Learning more we appreciate 

Earning rewards keep on saving 

Yup, checks and stripes are stating 

 

 

 



 

Hope for the Homeless 

 

Have you ever wondered 

Why we feel so bothered 

Why we drink so much 

Why we crave for drugs 

Why we dig in the trash 

Or why we beg for cash 

Have you ever really looked 

Deeply into our eyes, look:  

You’ll see the loss of being loved 

And feel the lack of being touched 

Tell me why can't you see 

That we’re also human beings 

Nonetheless, so very true  

It could have been you 

That never got the love 

Or never had the trust 

Of parents and friends 

To make the ends meet 

And of course we see: 

That we're mostly to blame 

Yet most of us feel ashamed 

For making our own mistakes 

Should we forever have to pay 

Should we always feel in vain 

Tell me why can't you see 

Us in your family tree 

 

We all need to be loved 

We all want to be touched 

If we all just had enough, 

We wouldn’t struggle so much 

 



 

 

Horizon 

 

As the dark sky fades into bright brilliance, 

My mind travels on a magical path, 

Penetrating into another world behind the horizon. 

The sun of new life has just begun. 

My feet are soaring like wings, 

My soul gains way to newness and anticipation. 

The heinous struggles have left me. 

All the icy pasts spare my sanity. 

The roaring seas of danger I have overcome, 

The sadistic strains of reality have blossomed into strength. 

The sky was once in its darkest gloom, 

The sun was seemingly hidden for eternal doom. 

The picture of the sky was an abominable sight, 

Everything seems to have lost its glory of life. 

But dusk arrives like in a shining armor of light and hope. 

The majestic sun glows and rises like a phoenix from ashes. 

The sunrays give strength and newness, 

Darkness has no chains and controls. 

It is time to leave the dusts of time behind and move on. 

A new life has just begun again, 

Just beyond that beautiful horizon. 

A new life has just begun again, 

Just beyond that beautiful horizon. 

 

 



 

How Many 

 

How many times must I recreate 

How many minds must I restate 

How many rhymes must I relay 

How many vibes I just translate 

How many nines I just gotta slay 

How many dimes I just gotta stay 

How many lies I’m not gonna name 

How many nights I’m not gonna state 

How many drives did you wanna take 

How many dives I don’t wanna take 

How many smiles I don’t wanna waste 

How many lines I’m not gonna wait 

How many miles I’ve come a long way 

How many rides I’ve road long ways 

How many drives I’ve drove long days 

And late nights I’ve known both ways 

Celebrate life I perform to praise yo taste 

Celebrate light perform for grace’s sake 

Celebrate love I perform to raise tha’ state 

Celebrate one I perform for our great gains  

 

 

 



 

 

I Care 

 

I want you to know I care 

Come here we can go there 

I want you more than air 

I want you to know I share 

Love, no fear I’m not scared 

I want you to know I’m prepared 

You got to know I’m aware 

I’m just I’ll show you I’m fair 

You must know I’ll share 

I trust we’ll grow like hair 

I want you to know I’m there 

I want you all to know I care 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Needs & Necessities 

 

I need you, you need me too 

I need you, you need me too 

 

Believe me you 

I really need you 

I’m being real true 

I’m being real wit you 

I’m feeling me wit you 

I’m seeing me in you 

Believe me I’m you 

Everything I do 

Everything you do 

I believe I’m you 

I seek the truth 

I feel its true 

Believe mind’s eye view 

Seeing eye to eye with you 

Freeing minds of lies is truth 

Behind eyes refine yo mood 

Between lines find its use 

Minds deciding attitudes 

 

 

 



 

I Swear 

 

Girl you’re my world 

You’re all I wanna be told 

Warn me when I’m too bold 

You’re all I wanna hold 

Warm me when I’m cold 

Somethings never get old 

Wanting better for souls 

Loving forever my girl 

Wanting everything for her 

Something every man longs for 

Same thing every man comes from 

Main thing every man comes for 

 

I Swear to God I Love U 

I Swear to God I Love U 

I Swear to God I Love U 

 

 

 



 

illuminati 

 

If we knew more about the money system 

We would revolt like soldiers on a mission 

Central banks are cartels of governments 

As their partners granted by our politicians 

To create counterfeit money causing global debt 

They disguise the cost and hide those at fault 

Hiring citizens as slaves to labor their wages 

Tax was regulated for us to pay politicians 

That debt plus interest to central banks 

The secret agenda of those bank owners 

Is total global reform planning to control us 

Secret societies controlling supplies 

Got their eye on our souls like spies 

By controlling money, energy: food, water 

Health the media and seeking to privatize the net 

Repeating their mistakes is a policy of dishonesty! 

The illuminati are shifting the shape of the world 

Into super states beyond nations to control 

They have created populations of prisoners 

Planning to cremate most of those inmates 

Distorted destructive world view of scared scarcity 

That in fact has created desperate governments 

A new World View sees this crisis as a catharsis 

Let’s actively participate locally for global renaissance…. 

 

 

 



 

 

I’m Down 

 

I want to be down (down) 

With what you're going through 

I wanna be down (wanna be around) 

I’m gonna be around for you (for you) 

 

I know everybody’s lonely 

Without somebody to love 

Yes, I want to stay by your side 

Let you know all will be alright 

If all you need is my time 

Be with me while I’m alive 

If you don’t know I’m for real 

I could be wrong but I also feel 

But the more that I see you 

The more it becomes so true 

That all my love’s just for you 

Of that I want you to be so sure 

 

I want to be down (down) 

With what you're going through 

I wanna be down (wanna be around) 

I’m gonna be around for you (for you) 

 

 



 

 

No Fear 

 

Yo I’m here 

Wit no fear 

We all disappear 

And reappear 

Just us here 

Trust love dear 

Want us clear 

Want us near 

Love in yo ear 

Loving you freer 

Look in the mirror 

See the bigger picture 

Go fish the figures 

Go fix the triggers  

Hangman Stick-figures 

Satsang’s sing scriptures 

 

 

 

 



 

 

I’m Just… 

 

I’m just a sailor 

Whose gonna lose sight of the shore again 

I’m just a tailor 

Who wanna sew your size again 

I’m just a mayor 

Standing up for your rights again 

I’m just a player 

Gaming for your delight my friend 

I’m just a preacher 

Speaking for the light my friend 

I’m just a teacher 

Your speaking is just fine my friend 

I’m just a believer 

Siding with the times my friend 

I’m just a seeker 

Seeking to find you again my friend 

 

 

 



 

 

G.’s Fourth Way 

 

For the fourth way you don’t have to change the situation 

the preparation must be gotten ordinarily and be a very serious one 

furthermore there has to be favorable conditions 

that is for work on the fourth way, conditions 

of life in which at the beginning 

of the work, the work finds him 

so for him these are natural conditions 

The man himself are these conditions 

since a man’s life normally correspond to it’s conditions 

The fourth way is named that of the ‘sly’ one 

who knows some secret the others don’t own 

how this trick was learned is not given and faith isn’t needed to be shown 

Known is it consists of simultaneously working on the 3 rooms 

i.e. while working on the body working on the mind 

and emotions all at the same time 

while working on the emotions working on the mind 

and body or even when working on the mind 

working on the body and emotions again at the same time 

A whole parallel series of physical, mental, emotional 

exercises combine to serve the purpose of becoming immortal 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ImproveMent 

 

This movement 

Started in my room 

Towards improvement 

Forward the moment, few 

Pins that hit the ground 

This pen lit with sound 

To open up in surround 

Ana logs off to dig it all 

Rima longs to get it all 

Together to gather rather 

Forever farther the race 

My friends partners or flames 

These poems spoken as words rhyme 

These flows chosen like world’s minds 

Self-awoken like we’re on soul’s time 

Fluently flowing holy host of lines 

Briefly showing up to toasting wine 

All One only roles we’re assigned 

Assuming desired positions are hiring    

 

 

 



 

Inherit Merit 

 

When knowledge extends 

Then our Self transcends 

Free-will and intelligence 

Pledges Essence allegiance 

Beings manifest existence 

Love directs perfect reflections 

Immanence’s reason Ascension 

Condescension severs Integration 

Yet limitless without Separation 

Spirit’s existence/psychic intuitions 

Self-Actualize reciprocate the Infinite, 

Realizing The Most High’s disposition 

Life Inherits the Light of Love’s Merit 

When knowledge extends 

Then our Self transcends 

Free-will and intelligence 

Pledges Essence allegiance 

Beings manifest existence 

Love directs perfect reflections 

Immanence’s reason Ascension 

Condescension severs Integration 

Yet limitless without Separation 

Spirit’s existence/psychic intuitions 

Self-Actualize reciprocate the Infinite, 

Realizing The Most High’s disposition 

 

 



 

INsight 

 

Intuitive vision of inner self 

Understands cause and effect 

Based on all our relationships 

Answers/Solutions are Insights 

 

Cognition, Fluency, Vocabulary 

Positively affect Insight ability 

As do people in better moods 

Their insight tends to improve 

Take breaks and enough rest 

Will help insights to problems 

Mind's image of general insight 

Analyze experiences for insight 

Visualize scenes for predictions 

In intuition information is linked 

Also helps to mindfully meditate 

From our seats plans formulate 

 

Intuitive vision of inner self 

Understands cause and effect 

Based on all our relationships 

Answers/Solutions are Insights 

 

 



 

InspirinG 

 

Aspiring Spirits Inviting Trips Uplifting Visits 

Like Minds with Right Minds in Right Times  

   Uniting Finding Fine Vibes Nice Styles Wide Smiles 

Wild Nights Nines Dimes Arrive Twilights 

Highlights Divine Vines Delights Sublime 

Lifelines Tight Rhymes Prime Times Bright Lights 

Inside Minds Sights Shine Insights Remind 

Rights Coincide Life Combines Likes 

On the Ride of Life Flights Height Defines  

Signs of these Times for the High Fine Life 

 

InspirinG, InspirinG, InspirinG, InspirinG, InspirinG, InspirinG 

 

Signs of these Times for the High Fine Life 

On the Ride of Life Flights Height Defines  

Rights Coincide Life Combines Likes 

Inside Minds Sights Shine Insights Remind 

Lifelines Tight Rhymes Prime Times Bright Lights 

Highlights Divine Vines Delights Sublime 

Wild Nights Nines Dimes Arrive Twilights 

Uniting Finding Fine Vibes Nice Styles Wide Smiles 

Like Minds with Right Minds in Right Times  

Aspiring Spirits Inviting Trips Uplifting Visits 

 

 

 



 

 

Iranian Diaspora 

 

The Iranians living abroad 

Mostly North America, Canada 

England, Turkey and Australia 

Never gone Down Under, man 

To that Aussie Southern Land 

A third populated by immigrants 

Though London I’ve often visited 

There I have cousins and relatives 

Turkey Iran are equal in inhabitants 

But I’ve been to Toronto two times 

Up in the CN Tower scraped the sky 

See-Thru glass don’t be scared to try 

Plus, the Niagara Falls with boat rides 

Love I’m from Cali the state of sunshine 

Living in the city of angels creating light 

 

 

 



 

 

it happens! 

 

She said I had to leave it behind 

Me make a beeline for her behind 

Rewind be kind feel fine inside 

Arise desires arrive in stride 

Inspired to thrive and be alive 

Actualize Realize in real life 

Real recognize real, right 

Deal materialize deal, signed 

Dollar signs on dotted lines  

My ride or die bottom line 

Why Benjamin Button time  

Its rapping flows blazing light 

Its passion grows chasing life 

Our actions show states of mind 

Reactions showing space to time 

Compassion glorious, graceful style 

High Fashion gorgeous, beautiful smiles 

Fine matching fortune with lucky stripes 

Rhymes attract opportune starry nights  

Single lovers surely leave it all on the line 

While significant others must carry lives 

Wives, husbands trust in married minds   

 

 

 



 

J’adore 

 

Positivity horizontally vertically 

Time after time in many Countries 

In ideas speech and deeds 

Leading to loving states of Being 

Gradually evolving states of beings 

Eventually enlivening states of beings 

Consequently, enlightened states experienced 

Experiencing life's state of experience 

A witness witnessing the witness 

Everything is Everything consciousness  

To the Most High nothing is Hidden 

That One is in All Beings as Spirit 

The Holy Ghost All Seeing Eye's Pyramid 

Gold focus froze hopes silver-lined access 

No moment for notes improvise act less 

Enjoyment to rejoice in the wise rap fest 

Left me no choice but to rhyme rap my best 

Yo, u hear my voice devour this wanderlust 

Yo, we’re here joined bound by stardust 

 

J’adore, J’adore, J’adore, J’adore 

 

 



 

Jealousy 

 

The root of hate is jealousy 

I cannot mess with it’s energy 

That’s not why I keep breathing 

That’s not why my heart’s beating 

It’s gonna take the man in me 

To defeat and conquer our enemies 

Politics greed business monstrosities 

Dismissing people’s needs necessities 

Just dissing money hungry monopolies 

Conglomerate corporation’s companies 

Justice keeps loving all human beings 

Giving each other more opportunities  

Living our lives more respectfully 

Keep getting closer to liberty  

Creating possibilities following dreams 

Empowering you and me to be free  

Honesty being life’s policy 

Modesty being love’s priority 

 

 

 



 

Jewelz 

 

Properly droppin’ Knowledge & Science 

on the properties of some Jewelz & Gems 

I’m unrolling, unfolding the scroll of stones 

Rhyming, shining the brightness of diamonds 

Purifying the soul’s intentions 

Refining our mental attention 

By clarifying emotional affection 

It signifies selfless devotion 

Coupled with independence 

Mother of Pearl, raises tranquility 

While oozing soothing originality 

Code Red ruby radiates vital energy 

And Garnet lends a sense of vitality 

Red Coral eliminates negative realities 

And Turquoise avoids negative entities 

Amber neutralizes the mind and emotions 

Agate balances our souls with our bodies 

Tourmaline bridges heavenly to earthly 

Onyx brings us the great gift of security 

Also Cat’s Eye gives us a state of safety 

Citrine increases our clarity and creativity 

Emerald Tablets vibrate healthy harmony 

Sapphires improve our self-expressions 

Lapis Lazuli crystallizes pure honesty 

Purple Amethyst balances our energy 

Green Jade attracts friendly sufficiency 

Quartz Crystal facilitates our efficiency 

Moonstone inspires, enhances instincts 

 



 

Jo Kin’ 

 

We make dope music just say no to drugs 

If I’m talking to them then I already said yes 

But I guess someone took my mood ring 

Now I don’t know how I feel about it 

But I found out they weren’t useless 

For they served as bad examples 

Hear about the new restaurant Karma 

There’s no menu you get what you deserve 

Scientists why don’t you trust atoms 

Because they make up everything 

How do you throw a space party? You planet 

You hear about a couple who stole the calendar 

Yeah, they each got six months 

What’s an apology written in dots and dashes 

It’s called a Re-Morse Code 

Times New Roman and Arial walk in a bar 

Bartender yells “We don’t serve your type!” 

Yo, how do poets say hello 

Hey haven’t we metaphor 

I, for one, like Roman numerals 

Why can’t you explain puns to kleptos 

‘Cause they always take things so literally 

 



 

 

Jo Kin’ II 

 

One hat told the other you wait here, I’ll go on a head 

My left eye told my right eye between us something smells 

Someone spilled scrabble letters on the road 

So I asked what’s the word on the street 

To drown a hipster throw them into the mainstream 

What’s a train carrying bubblegum A chew-chew train 

Hu is the claustrophobic astronaut 

The one who just needs a little space 

You hear about the actor who fell through the floor 

Yeah, they say he was just going through a stage 

Doc help me I’m addicted to InstaGram 

The doctor said, “Sorry I don’t follow you!” 

Yo, why did the M&M go to school 

Because it wanted to be a Smartie 

How does a Rabbi make coffee He brews it 

Rest In Peace boiling water just know you’ll be Mist! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Journey 

 

Inevitably, from my journey 

The wind trapped isn’t free 

It is possible to run away from self 

Feeling the sorrow of homelessness 

People not recognizing you isn’t sojourn 

When your friends forget you it’s sojourn 

What is love? Baby don’t hurt me 

Lady don’t hurt me, pretty please 

In vain your eyes are fixed on the mirror  

Tears fell from eyes when it became a mirror    

Traveling’s an excuse to meet each other 

Traveling’s an excuse to know each other 

In your locks of hair there’s a knot 

Don’t think it’s time to untie our knots 

Way too many are far worse than me 

And many are better than you’ll ever be   

Language is limited in these lines 

To salvage our liberation don’t fly 

What are you so very attached to these days? 

Like criss-crossing lines we go our own way!  

I came hesitantly but left with certainty 

I shouldn’t have gone to the busy street 

We easily could hear his own footsteps 

But before he opened the door we left 

Life’s an apple that has fell to the ground 

We seemed to be ripe but then got rotten 

Our last home is the wandering location 

We roamed while losing the destination 

 



 

JOY 

 

Happiness Happens 

When I begin rapping 

Sentences end rapidly 

Pen’s sly fashion sense 

Extends attracting compassion 

Expands matching in passion 

Swag in our actions 

Sagging our pants’ 

Flashing your reactions 

Splashing on life’s canvas 

Blazing out on its campus 

Gazing out at the Sun 

Fading into the Moon 

Hailing comets to stars 

Failing planet to Mars 

Dripping icebergs start 

Slimming reserves and parks 

Trimming support for US 

Fitting, our soldiers depart 

Getting colder in the dark 

Growing closer is an art 

Not folding your cards 

Showing roles knowing parts 

Assuming those positions 

Resuming within the rhythms 

So including’s the mission 

So producing’s a system 

So seducing’s this vision 

So reducing is wisdom 

Soul consuming its kingdom 

 



 

 

MasterPeace 

 

I watched your tears fall 

Like tiny crystals 

Pierced by God’s pure light 

Revealing the kaleidoscope of colors 

In your life 

Your face etched finely 

With the lines of time 

Mapping the travel of a life so full 

Boundary lines of following rules 

Depth, passion, and wisdom 

Have held me in your glance 

Your embraces kept me in a trance 

Oh, to let you know 

I’ll follow where you go 

To watch your watercolors fade 

A pool of rainbow haze 

My life has been spent 

To witness each event 

A work in progress now complete 

So, behold our masterpiece 

 

 



 

King Shep 

 

I’m your life long 

Wishing you live strong 

My Affection of Children 

Singing with rhythm 

Bringing you Wisdom 

Giving it a Vision 

Living is a Privilege 

Listen to ya intuition 

Sense your intelligence 

Then form your decisions 

When from your system 

Others are sure different 

Therefore, be sure to profit 

My brother’s child King Shep 

Yo, so now I’m your live large 

So, you know I’m your die hard 

Show support for life’s art 

Support showns the right start 

To grow in comfort like your part 

To know less effort Love your job 

Rima the selfless one flows wit ya 

God Bless my kinship with King Shep 

 



 

 

 

Know Better 

 

Just didn’t know better 

Just didn’t show better 

Trusted in a gold-digger 

Trusted in a ho-hooker 

Must control myself better 

Must console myself better 

Loved a home-wrecker 

Fucked a poor beggar 

Trusted in a bi-polar  

Under this weather 

Must control myself better 

Must console myself better 

Just didn’t show better 

Just didn’t know better 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

My Needs 

 

Phone me, you ain’t there when I’m lonely 

You don’t care if I’m so deep, ohohoh 

Cause lately you ain’t been calling me 

And I don’t care if I fall for you again 

Cause I need you, I need you on my side 

Bone me, you ain’t there when I’m horny 

You don’t care if I’m too deep, ohohoh 

Cause lady you ain’t been calling me 

And I don’t care if my calls for a friend 

Cause I seek you, I seek you in my sight 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Know Your Needs 

 

And it’s so special to know you 

And it’s so special to know you 

To wrap my arms around you 

So special to know you 

So essential to show you 

To wrap my arms around you 

To slap that ass behind you 

To tap dance in front of you 

To tap that ass behind you 

To wrap my arms around you 

And it’s so special to know you 

And it’s so special to know you 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LA RimA 

 

Yo man I’m from LA 

No mam I don’t bang 

I’m all about my game 

I’m all about the gain 

Don’t need to go against the grain 

Joining people against the pain 

Flowing equal stand the rain 

Knowing legal command the chain 

Showing deep love demand the fame 

Growing keeps us understanding the ways 

And means just enjoying our days 

As night falls into more daze 

Spirit spiritual rituals so mystical 

On repeat the mystique of a mystic soul 

The peace which seeks to be gained y’all 

Is the peace which seeks to be given y’all 

Yo So keep the peace of a peacekeeper 

 AmiRimA’s speaking to MasterPeace  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Language 

 

Within the unconscious collective 

Bodies speak through nerve webs 

In the dialect of astral origins 

Way beyond our intellects 

In cool quarrels of reason 

We lose ourselves in ourselves 

While our place in the universe 

Is always perfect and our fantasies 

Of lustrous metaphors carry us across 

The fences of what we fear to believe 

To hope to know our slumbered dreams 

Our subconscious maps vaguely mystify 

Our waking dreams rarely do they realize 

We must speak another language 

Where waves beat against rocks 

Like white foam of countenances 

Another language than only bread 

And the rustling of money bills 

Language: not monotone intonations 

Of the anchorman’s news reels 

If not the almost unthinkable occurs 

The pain invades in stressing hormones 

Another language than everyday semantics 

And our conversational reflections 

Far beyond all of our beliefs  

Is a language where beings meet 

 



 

 

 

Legend 

 

You know our Personal Legends  

Are in the Soul of the Universe  

Yo, joy feeds the World’s Soul 

Our Legend is our Soul’s work 

It begins with beginner’s luck 

Or principle of being favored 

Coincidences, chance encounters 

Being interested in the present 

Gives us the gift of happiness 

Living life with consciousness 

Physically, mentally we’ll be tested 

For our spirits to reach perfection 

 

Walking Talking A Living Legend 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So Let It Be 

 

Spiritual Emotional Mental Physical 

Habitual Mystical Lyrical Rituals 

Rhythmically Melodically Musical 

Indivisible Invisibly Invincible 

Individuals in principle and essence 

Innocent in no sense there’s No sense in it 

Like the senseless sentences need to end 

Run-ons of interruptions are cut off 

Um mum lost are songs of our unsung love 

Uh huh our Love is All and Wisdom is none 

Aham Brahmasmi Tat Vam Asi Sat Chit Ananda 

So Ham Sat Nam Sadhak’s Seva in Satsangs   

Forgiven for sins unintentionally committed 

For love was all we were ever committed to 

One was all we ever needed not kidding you 

Praise, worship, devotion is commitment too  

 

 



 

 

LeviTate 

 

Real artists entertain celebrate 

Kind spirits intimately engaged 

True, genius educates to elevate 

Kindness extending great states 

Realness expands ways to create 

True goodness is glory and grace 

Pure love’s victory full of praise 

Feelings are our soul’s language 

Five senses like the five prayers 

Sacred Heart’s the life and way 

Holy Souls like saints and sages 

Solely our Lord remains and stays 

Solely your work maintains to pay 

Only your words state your case 

Only your search is gaining faith  

 

Music unites so integrate 

Lyrics uplift souls levitate 

 

 



 

 

All Smiles 

 

Self-Realize realize life’s real lies don’t pretend 

Self-Actualize Master Self and our Soul ascends 

Absorbed on the Self-less road sources transcend 

Drunken Lovers pleasure beyond conscious measure 

The Beloved’s Forever Always our chosen treasure 

Be calm content for our moments to become better 

The source of all options is the fount of all solutions 

The course of our actions the ground for revolutions 

Our resolution’s within, it involves Love's Evolution 

All eyes on the prize rise put your pride to the side 

Shut up and drive in your line for greatness strives 

Love all your time alive find more states unified 

Relax your mind dive inside world’s faiths align 

Contrasts you’ll find alright as souls attain sight 

Contacts remind us to smile :) life roles game time 

Sun comes up after the nighttime to shine daylight 

Don’t complicate matters rather simplify okay alright 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LIFEfull 

 

True life’s my wife 

Time’s on our side 

Guided by our delight 

I’m shining more light 

Yo, I got my mind right 

No lies you can’t deny 

You won’t find your like 

By hiding from this life 

Try seeking your kind 

Feeling fine being nice 

Sipping wine getting high 

Passing time attracting vibes 

Matching lines rapping rhymes 

More reasons for season’s times 

Pure feelings souls seeking life 

Sure, meaning people being alive 

 

How many more lives have to die 

Till we all realize the value of life 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Life’s Class 

 

Past actions Being what Future actions Become 

Founded in Becoming that’s Creating us Beings 

Formed from thoughts Decision speaks Actively 

Shape-giving Destiny, Makes building Capacity 

Most important treaty the Holy Ghost’s teaching 

Conversations with God in the field of philosophy 

Witnessing the one and only Essence 

From the essence we’re all extensions 

The Art of Life is to manage opposites 

Art starts from what we’ve imagined 

 

In Life’s Class our Teacher’s Love 

Time stands Light’s test to wake up 

Supply Demands compliments of God 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Being’s Essence 

 

Because loving is truly Divine 

The cause of longing is to unite 

Within our Lord the Most High 

Written are words in the Soul’s sky 

Hear art works for our Soul’s flight 

Near are souls to the World’s light 

Like the Sun giving us all life 

Like the Moon rising our tides 

Like the Stars shining at night 

Light of Day guiding us alright 

Light the Way guiding all of life 

Light’s waves rhyming at all times 

 

Yes, I have witnessed many things 

Yet you’re the essence of my being 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Light & Waves 

 

Since we are from Above 

Therefore, we’ll go Above 

As we are all from the Sea 

Then we’ll end up in the Sea 

Not from here nor there 

We are from nowhere 

And we will all go there 

The story of Love is One 

But it makes me wonder 

Whoever that it comes from 

It’s never repeated even once 

If angels are hidden from sight 

Humans concealed to the wise 

Not even relatives can define 

If soul is hidden from our eyes 

The Holy Spirit won’t be in sight 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Light Of Words 

 

To ever go against 

One of your opponents 

Or several of them 

Is severing exponents 

And factors from the equation 

Parts are less than their total sum 

Numbers divided into fractions 

Talking less: math lessons 

Members defined by actions 

Remember why I’m rapping 

Whenever I rhyme I’m happy 

Wherever I write I’m at ease 

However, I unite I’m at peace 

Forever the light shines in poetry 

Words can never paint a picture well 

Worth whatever’s said in a scriptures tale 

Scroll better navigating heaven and hell 

Chosen letter migrating from cell to cell 

Go getter translating to more sales 

Goals getting relayed for retail 

Worlds getting played for its details 

Souls destined to stay on these trails 

The Role I question to pay and prevail  

The Whole I’m blessed to pray and farewell  

 

 



 

 

 

Money & Security 

 

 

You didn’t want to get next to me 

I think I just sent texts for free 

My coffee must melt chests of greed 

My shrink must take shots for me 

My shirt must state let’s be free 

Our work must prevail so let it be 

Our world must fare well so help it be 

Our words just mean well let them speak 

Our Lord just meant well let Him teach 

Our roads must be lit so let light lead 

Our goals need work and opportunity 

All souls just want money and security 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Like A Boss 

 

What do you want of me? 

What you want from me? 

Watching you watch me 

Wanting you, wanting me 

Falling for you, fall for me 

Calling you, you calling me 

Talking to you talking to me 

Trust loving you, trust loving me 

Longing for you, longing for me 

Walking for you, walking for me 

Love hugging you, love hugging me 

Love humping you, love humping me 

Love cuddling you, you cuddling me  

Love watching you, love watching me 

Just wanting you, you just wanting me 

 

All Praises to God, I Paid the Cost 

Done Gave a Lot, Now Made a Boss 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Lila 

 

Life’s a play of Doing & Being 

Life’s a stage for Acting & Witnessing 

 

Traveling the world’s distance to be of assistance 

Taking the true measure to give you pleasure 

I want to relay echoes and reflections of eternity 

Messages of love spoken with affection for infinity 

The reason for the rhyme to uplift this gift I'm given 

As our feelings are the universal lingua of the spirit 

Lighten up for we’ll never come out of life alive 

Getting the mood right with soul food, sublime 

Fine mind wine spilling, filling up on divine light 

Seeing deeper, wider higher beyond opposites, space, time 

Unity Consciousness transcendental energies taking flight 

 

Life’s a play of Doing & Being 

Life’s a stage for Acting & Witnessing 

 

Lila, Lila, Lila, Lila 

 



 

 

LinGo 

 

Beating beats up rapping 

Speaking peace love happy 

Reaching each one hug gladly 

Feeling she’s the one laughing 

Seeing she’s my love attracting 

Agreeing me and she matching 

Needing to keep romancing 

Needing to keep on dancing 

Seeking to please actually 

Freedom of speech exactly 

Freedom of each in theory 

Kinship of peace practically 

Kingdom of each naturally 

Children have needs in reality 

 

Yo it’s my LinGo Steelo so Real tho Feel me Flow, yo 

 

 

 



 

 

Lit 

 

Bless U It’s Lit 

 

Like the Alpha Beta 

Rhyme Alpha Omega 

Mastermind’s Theta 

No time for Gamma 

Like Delta Sigma Phi 

Got you on my mind 

Or Delta Sigma Pi 

Taught to value time 

What Celta certifies 

My English qualifies 

Keeps the Spirit alive 

Teaching it to life 

Speaking in rhymes 

Beats blazing higher 

So rise waking minds 

Our needs creating life 

To keep shaping styles 

 

 

 



 

Light Workers 

 

One Mind is True Life 

O Workers of Light 

 

In time you’ll find 

My bloodlines 

One with the Divine 

My mind’s rhyme inclined 

Highs of Lifetimes for Lifelines  

Give rise to vital signs 

Like a kind of revival 

Like the title of Empire 

My arrival inspired 

My rivals to retire 

I’m all I’ve aspired 

The Highlife acquired 

Your love is for hire 

Like the light of a fire 

Like the right to desire 

Like the type you require 

Like the hype you admire 

Like the fight for rights 

To spite the lives who died 

In spite of times so dire 

 Uniting our minds entire 

 

 



 

 

 

Lonely 

 

I am home cause I’m lonely 

Hopefully you gon’ phone me 

I don’t care for no phony 

I don’t care for no wanna be 

You’re a belief you don’t know me 

I don’t be playing no games 

I just want you home to stay 

You don’t hear what I’m saying 

You think this is all just speak 

You think this is all on repeat 

You think a machine is answering 

You don’t think beings have feelings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Longing 

 

Longing…Longing for you for you for you…Longing 

 

Walking with you 

Talking to you 

Table for two 

Waiting on you 

Taking it to you 

Where is your room? 

Making it to you 

There is more to do! 

Listening to you 

Speaking with you 

Hearing the truth 

Feelings improve, 

Seeking the truth 

Us Beings mature 

 

Longing…Longing for you for you for you…Longing 

 



 

 

Love Is Love 

 

If you don’t know Love 

You don’t know God 

Will you grow up 

Will you show love 

How do we go on 

Now will we all get along? 

Here we’ll be singing along! 

Clear will be our expressions 

Dear will be our intentions 

Happier will be experiences 

Better will be experiments 

Satisfied with the evidence 

Can it be that it was all so simple? 

Can it be that it was all so simple? 

 

Must get Love to give Love 

Must give Love to get Love 

 

 

 



 

Love Life, Use Things 

 

If it’s Love that involves our Souls? 

What's this World? A revolving whore? 

Puppet master’s slaves chopping trees! 

Running the paper race chasing money! 

Mummies, zombies choking on the green! 

Speed’s addiction, charging us to breathe! 

World’s war for its resources an insane fate 

Soul’s torn from their source, cause of hate 

Resist the endless temptations of excess 

Relentlessly lead nations toward progress 

Knowledge’s conquest conquers cowards, 

Acknowledge power’s presence to empower… 

If it’s Love that involves our Souls? 

Want some more? Revolving stores? 

Have we become prisoners of our phones? 

Have we become victims without homes? 

Evicted from our cells, we still aren’t free! 

Searching for visions, we still can’t see! 

Corporate mentality locking away the key 

Conglomerate reality knocking for victory 

Stop raping the Terra Firma we call home 

Star maps gazing on Merkabah’s Throne 

The information programs our formation, 

Hacked not be too attached to its location! 

 

 

 

 



 

Love Poet 

 

I’m a Love Poet 

Rima’s soul flowing 

My Lord noetic 

Light works epic 

High words legends 

My jones expressing 

My phone’s texting 

Our home’s blessings 

Yo, I know the best things 

So I chose the best feelings 

I rose to bless beings 

I spoke for existence 

I’ve quoted your lyrics 

Yo, so you know I listen 

Sunken in mystical meditation 

Absorbed Morphed Annihilated 

Drunken Stoned Intoxicated 

Soul’s Oneness contemplating 

 

Poeta De Amor 

Rima maestro Paz 

 

 



 

 

TransParency 

 

My Love’s color blind 

Our God is so kind 

Most High For All Sides 

At all times unified 

In aligned mind’s alike 

The left beside the right 

The mind behind the sight 

The rhyme inside the light 

Fine times finding sunshine 

Nice nights shining bright 

Highlights bind silver lines 

Since seekers will find 

The secret of desires 

Its results are required 

Ya, you inspire drunk rhymes 

As I aspire for more punch lines 

 To feast on beats like its lunch time 

Treats no tricks on this munch grind 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Love yoU 

 

You should let me Love U 

You should let me Love U 

 

If you let me be the One 

I’ll give you what you want 

Great Love and protection 

Make me your selection 

I’ll show you love’s perfection 

Is in your own reflection 

Through intimate connection 

Feelings full of affection 

Truth guiding our direction 

To finding wider expression 

For much more comprehension 

While learning life’s lessons 

With gratitude and contentment 

Everything becomes a blessing 

My love for you I’m confessing 

Your wishes need addressing   

 

    

 



 

 

LoveDrunk 

 

The more Life gets Love Drunk                                                                                                                 

Beings become more Conscious 

 

I’m not from any religion or political/cultural system. 

I’m not out of the Sky nor made from Fire, 

don’t come from Sea or through the Earth, 

not composed of elements not natural or ethereal, 

I never existed as a worldly entity, 

Didn’t come from origin stories. 

My place is placeless, a trace of the traceless. 

The Truth has shared so much of Itself with me 

That I no longer call myself man, woman, angel 

Neither body or soul, I belong to the Beloved, 

Love has befriended me ever so completely 

It has freed me of every concept my mind has known. 

seen the two worlds as One and that One call to and know, 

first, last, outer, inner… just A Being Witnessing LOVE. 

 

The more Life gets Love Drunk                                                                                                                 

Beings become more Conscious 

 

 

 



 

LoveLight 

 

Lovers like souls are the light 

As stars circle the moon at night 

You, on horse of immortality riding, 

The mortal world are leaving. 

You, the pathfinder, a seer, 

Knowing the direction you’re going 

Not as a trap-setting reason, 

Not with hatred filled heart 

Bitterness leaving behind 

As soul’s heart you’re going 

You, as spheres interwoven, 

You, the very sun ablaze, 

Found direction to the way, 

Into obscurity you’re going. 

You, in his ecstasy drowned, 

By his morning breeze fallen,  

Far from schools of names, 

Deeper into meaning you’re going 

O sun of the hidden world! 

In a particle enfolded. 

O king, wearing medals of kings! 

As guard you’re going 

You hidden obvious soul! 

As servants, as kings O soul! 

When do I see hidden souls? 

Into silence you’re going. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Loyalty 

 

Love’s loyalty Trust’s Royalty Truth’s Reality 

Got enough money we spend energy you feel me 

Our modesty shows honesty’s policy of credibility 

So, holla at me honey whenever you want from me  

Learn to be happy for good feelings are within reach 

Deserve fun, funny doesn’t take things too seriously  

Not to worry I got what you need please believe me 

Never be in a hurry and you won’t ever feel sorry 

We seek peace by accepting, agreeing, forgiving 

We’ll reach our own being by loving to be giving 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Magic 

 

Yeah I believe in magic 

As I speak I’m attractin’ 

All I seek like a magnet 

Yet I receive compassion 

Yes I achieve with passion 

On the beats rhymes happen 

For more peace I’m relaxin’ 

For all our needs I’m so active 

For real free minds my practice 

So feel me my sign is balance 

Yo heal with sights nostalgic 

Or lead the nights so romantic 

 

Do you truly believe in magic? 

For this Déjà Vu’s feeling static 

 

 

 

 



 

Magic Bowl 

 

Fill my magic bowl…feel my Soul 

 

My heart was looking for the magic bowl 

While it was always there built in our soul 

It was like an oyster asking for a pearl 

Something it could very easily unfurl 

Still, I went to the keeper of the bar 

In solving our riddles, love is a star 

We all were merrily holding the cup 

Watching the world’s down’s & up’s 

When asked, we said we got our bowl 

Before the Lord could heavens unroll 

He said that reason had a magic show 

It could fool Moses if he didn’t know 

The answer you need only mystics know 

The wisdom you seek only they can bestow 

Or go to Gabriel; he’ll do the feat 

Jesus’ miracles only he can repeat 

About my girl’s curls when I asked outright 

Our Lord said they’re long like the dark night 

 

 

 



 

Arabian Desert’s Star 

 

A star from Heaven came down to earth 

In the Arabian Desert he took his birth 

He couldn’t read and he couldn’t write 

But he could teach the brightest of lights 

A great edifice he built with such skill 

A Divine Mission Mohammad did fulfill 

My love has made me so very dignified 

That over the drinkers I now preside 

Wipe not wine from your juicy lip 

And give my lips a chance to sip 

Oh, please my darling do not be a flirt 

Unless creed & logic your lover’s desert 

They’ll eat, and drink and dance and sing 

And they’ll become the envy of every king 

Their lovesick hearts will be ever more sick 

They’ll yell, and scream and shout and kick 

They’ll lose their faith, and belief, and creed 

And advice and counsel they will not heed 

And the troubles that I have I think 

Are because I chase girls and I drink 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Soul Songs Right the World’s Wrongs 

 

I’m writing these soul songs 

to be righting the world’s wrongs 

Choice of fighting is with my pen 

When I’m reciting, then voice’s my weapon 

My tongue’s gun goes through drums of ears 

Flows whisper words, trigger the mind of the hearer 

nearer blowing brain tissues with humane issues 

to get vains closer to the heart’s artistry, since you 

don’t feel other cells’ pain I’m making myself plain 

make life simple is my aim by taking the straightest way 

I forgo Amir for the most thorough borough to and fro 

forth and back I come to no name is what I came from 

rap flows rep that which never goes for forever knows 

no ups nor downs, off limits its infinite 

not in the vicinity it’s the solely witnessed 

out of bounds it’s the only thing found within 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Marry Me 

 

May your beauty delight everyone’s eye 

May beauty itself you define and glorify 

A heart that’s not bound to her 

May it be sorrowfully in despair 

The piercing arrow of your lovely eye 

Directly flies into my heart and mind  

That vintage wine of your ruby lip 

May I someday soon leisurely sip 

May my true love be always renewed 

And boost your beauty in magnitude 

Someone who hasn’t loved your face 

To all of mankind he’ll be a disgrace 

I worship you with loving devotion so 

May I very soon become your only beau  

 

Will you marry me? Will you marry me? 

 

 



 

 

 

Beauty Queen 

 

She’s the queen of beauty, so bright, so sunny 

And she’s my one and only lovely honey bunny 

To her I must surrender my love and my reason 

Preacher, she’s all I have that’s beyond seasons 

When you’re a lover all you do is give your gifts 

You don’t think of profit, that’s the way you live 

In the thinking of lovers there’s no twists or kinks 

We always do what we say and say what we think 

And whatever she asks you render, so just remember 

You can’t be a lover if your will you don’t surrender! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Masks 

 

We wear the mask that grins and lies, 

It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes, 

This debt we pay to human guile; 

With torn and bleeding hearts we smile, 

And mouth with myriad subtleties. 

Why should the world be over-wise, 

In counting all our tears and sighs? 

Nay, let them only see us, while 

We wear the mask. 

We smile, but, O great Christ, our cries 

To thee from tortured souls arise. 

We sing, but oh the clay is vile 

Beneath our feet, and long the mile; 

But let the world dream otherwise, 

MeanWhile, we wear the mask! 

 

 

 



 

Master Key 

 

The key to our heart 

The freedom to love 

The kingdom of God 

The vision of One 

The children of Love 

Our mission has begun 

This system’s corrupt 

Its wisdom was just 

The decision to become 

In rhythms of songs 

To right my wrongs 

The sighs, the yawns 

Its dusks, its dawns 

Its ups, its downs 

Comes to go around 

Become your soul now 

Be calm, you’re home now 

Speaking your own sound 

Reasoning my words out 

Seasoning my flow now 

 

 



 

Match 

 

The match is lit this track’s a hit 

 

Match the energy  

And manifest clearly 

That’s called cause the effect 

Give affection to your attention 

And attention to your intentions 

And expression from your affection 

The leap of faith had to begin 

The need for a mate I had to win 

To seek for a flame that’s my twin 

She’ll fan my flames spread my wings 

At dawn she’ll wake her Pegasus 

At the dock she’ll take her Poseidon 

On the clock she takes her medicine 

Everybody has its own confessions 

Everybody has its own preference 

Your body is your soul’s possession 

Your soul is in your body’s possession 

 

The match is lit this track’s a hit 

 

 



 

MesCalito 

 

Psychedelic Flows 

I’m dope and the antidote 

I’m home and on the road 

I’m born and the un-born 

I’m known and unknown 

Forever flowing poems 

Whenever performing shows 

Wherever touring goes 

Votes reading our rights 

Hopes seeking more light 

Notes needing more sight 

Souls speaking in rhymes 

Chose freeing the mind 

Rose seizing the time 

Cold freezing like ice 

Heat melting in fires 

Keep fueling desires 

The real shining our light 

The real giving us more life 

The real living for more life 

The deal giving us more shine 

The field uniting us more times 

The trip yielding more desires 

The wield provides the other’s disguise 

The shield protecting each other’s vice 

Writer’s Guild grants us light scribes 

Artist’s building brands to buy time 

True skill fans will find and discover 

HU’s will guiding beings to the Lover 

 



 

  

 

Mind Wine 

 

Fine wine pouring 

Like rhymes flowing 

High life’s touring 

Time’s signs showing 

Night finds morning 

Blind sides going 

Kind sights knowing 

Right mind’s growing 

Bright lights glowing 

Like lifestyles forming 

Soul food for thought 

A plate of knowledge 

And some Mind Wine 

  

 

 

 



 

Mine Already 

 

Chase the dream but you gotta stay woke 

Came to win, yeah we came to do the most 

When it rains, you calm and ready 

Say I never sweat it 

I know that it's mine already 

Yo, so let’s go…. 

 

Chase the dream but I’m gonna stay woke 

Came to win, yeah we came to do the most 

Entered the game, calm and ready 

When it rains, I’m onwards heading  

Through the pain, crew rocks steady 

To maintain, we blocked the deadly 

And I remain, stocked with plenty 

I’ve gained a lot being friendly 

I’ve attained a love for enemies 

My aim was to be heavenly 

I became what I was already 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Mine 

 

I think so crazy 

Ever since the day I met you, Baby 

Ever since I know I wanted you to be mine 

Anything’s going tonight 

Everything’s going just rite 

Everything’s gonna be alrite 

Everything’s gonna be fine 

Give me some more time 

Send me some more lines 

I dream of you at night 

My queen you’re so fine 

My queen you’re sublime 

My queen you’re all mine 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Miss U 

 

This is for my Heavenly Father 

Rest in Peace’s Power Forever 

We Miss you Bijou, We Miss you Bijou 

 

You were the best dad 

One could’ve ever had 

We never felt any lack 

Never held anything back 

You always had our back 

Always gave us a chance 

Forever grateful for that 

Forever thankful for that 

You were so helpful dad 

You were an angel in fact 

A real man with many hats 

Carpenter and handy man 

Heart Doctor, family man 

Grandfather, brother, uncle and 

My Life Saver cut mum’s umbilical 

Own Life Taker, whY so mystical   

 

 

 

 



 

 

Moment 

 

Bottled Up Emotions 

Belly button Opinions 

Empty promises broken 

Heavy heart’s get awoken 

Ready partners are chosen 

Steady progress in motion 

Already oneness being open 

Let me be honest in hopes 

Tell me only honest words 

Get much closer afterwards 

 

After words are spoken; 

And our works are chosen, 

All there is, is just this moment. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MoonDance 

 

The dancing moon glided past my back door. 

The moon in all her glory was full of song. 

A catchy tune, I began to hum along. 

My foot started to tap. 

My hips began to groove. 

The dance began, I clung to the moon. 

We danced across the sky. 

The stars watched with a twinkly smile. 

The planets moved in perfect time. 

The world was my playground— 

A chorus full of dreams, 

All destined to come true. 

One by one they unfolded; the first was you. 

A dreamer, I am, who dreamt of finding you. 

Little did I know you were friends with the moon. 

So now the night brings light in my eyes, song to my heart. 

My dreams are for a waking eye because you are mine. 

 

You ever seen the Moon Dance? 

You ever been to the Sun Dance? 

 

 



 

Motion 

 

What goes up does come down 

What goes out Comes around 

 

Yo to get what you want 

Give others what they want 

Oh yeah it is what it is 

Yo you get what you give 

Yeah the present is a gift 

The moment you get it 

When you don’t resist 

Then it won’t persist 

What your attention forms 

Trusts intention transforms 

Desire without attachment 

Desire without attachment 

Intention requires detachment 

Its essence inspires attraction 

Higher Self expresses talents 

Higher Self offering service 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MusicAlly 

 

Musical Beats, Lyrical Poetry 

Rhythmic Melodies of Harmony 

 

Without music, spirits of beauty 

Wouldn’t seek lyrics and poetry 

Shouldn’t beats enrich our speech 

Shouldn’t speech uplift the beats 

Couldn’t peace gift all our needs 

Couldn’t each live in their means 

Could’ve seen this in my dreams 

Should’ve seen it much more clear 

Should’ve been without any fear 

About how and when I’d appear  

Crowd bows and then I disappear 

Turnt up Loud then I’ll reappear  

Learn Love Now I’m your mirror 

Discern Lust Now we’re clearer 

Earn Trust Now we’re nearer 

Woke Thoths now we’re freer 

 

 Musical Beats, Lyrical Poetry 

Rhythmic Melodies of Harmony 

 

 



 

 

My Best 

 

Everyday doing my best Every way doing my best 

Everyday doing my best Every way doing my best 

 

You were forever my interest in sex (best) 

You were always my favorite in bed (yes) 

You’re my excessive investment, yes (bet) 

Felt a connection so I invested senses (hess) 

In us, I truly was so very interested (eshgh) 

Trusted our experience, yet I regret (less) 

Forgiving, while you seem to forget (friends) 

Was our love not enough evidence? (Oh)  

Of all that sophisticated intelligence, (So) 

Coupled with this is simple innocence. (Yo) 

Came around cause of dreams, wishes (hopes) 

Saved Sounds on Clouds of empty nests (flows) 

 

Everyday doing my best Every way doing my best 

Everyday doing my best Every way doing my best 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

My Embrace 

 

The brooding darkness of these woods 

Fed upon the native blood 

In the twisted tangle of the fallen wood 

The spirit of the fallen Indian stood 

Oh brothers, your identity a mistake 

Those who oceans crossed did make 

The greed for gold and land 

Laid waste the spirit of wisdom and grace 

The children of those who by murder did take 

Are taintless of their forefather’s mistake 

But those who lived, fed upon milk of courage and pride 

Stand as spirits of defeat and shame 

 

O the murdered and the murderous 

Embrace me, let me set your spirits to rest 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

My GirlFriend 

 

All I need in this life I’m in, is me and my girlfriend 

Down to ride to the lovely end, just me and my girlfriend 

 

My girlfriend’s 

A girl who was my friend 

A girl who wants my best  

A girl on whom I can depend 

A girl in control of emotions 

A girl who doesn’t pretend 

A girl who’s compassionate 

A girl with good fashion sense 

A girl who likes to compliment 

A girl with a clear conscience 

A girl with common sense 

A girl high in intelligence 

A girl kind and generous 

A girl nice and courteous 

A girl fine and adventurous 

 

All I need in this life I’m in, is me and my girlfriend 

Down to ride to the lovely end, just me and my girlfriend 

 

 

 



 

 

My Lady 

 

Don't think I don't see them looking at ya 

All of them wishing they could have ya 

And as a matter of fact, uh 

A bunch of them are itchin' for you to scratch 'em 

I'm tired of hiding what we feel 

I'm trying to come with the real 

And I'm gonna make it known 

'Cause I want them to know 

You're my lady, My divine sublimely fine lady 

You're my little baby, my darling baby 

I swear you're the talk of the town 

And everybody wants to know what's going down 

Babe, I know they've seen us before 

Maybe at the liquor store, maybe at the health food stand 

They don't know that I'm your man 

You're my lady, My divine sublimely fine lady 

I can tell they're looking at us 

I pick you up everyday from your job 

And every guy in the parking lot wants to rob me of my girl 

And my heart and soul, everybody wants to treat me so cold 

But I know I love you and you love me too 

There's no other lover for me or you 

You're my lady, My divine sublimely fine lady 

I can't tell they're looking at us                                                                                                                       

You're my lady 

My divine lady 

You're my lady 

Such a wonderful lady 

I can't tell they're looking at us 

You're my lady, My divine sublimely fine lady 

 

 

 

 



 

My Love 

 

I do it for the Love 

Don’t worry my Love 

I won’t hurry my Love 

Up early for you my Love 

Stop asking Who do you Love? 

I’m basking in your Love! 

Not acting be sure my Love 

 

Ay, Moreover I hope you find your LOVE 

 

Rapping purely for the Love 

Attracting truly what I Love 

Adapting the new me for your Love 

Matching your energy my Love 

In fashion’s beauty my Love 

Compassion for mutual Love 

My passion’s for you & me my Love 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MystiQue 

 

Imagine your mind as blank 

Like the journal’s pages 

Let Myst become your world 

The Land will offer Souls 

Answers if you have eyes to see 

Ears to hear and presence to feel 

For that task unswerving devotion 

To entering your observations 

And thoughts to prove indispensable 

Record every scrap of evidence 

No matter the amount of significance 

Words, numbers, pictures, patterns 

The form is of no importance 

These broken words may be hopes 

Of discovering self through memory 

Of remembering virtue’s ceremony 

To be leaving a lasting legacy 

By living a life that’s legendary  

 

There’s a certain mystique 

Behind the curtain of speech 

AmiRimA’s poetry so deep 

 

 

 



 

Name 

 

My baby saying you don’t know my name 

My lady saying you don’t know my pain 

Maybe I’m crazy paying you to stay safe   

You not lazy, so stop playing games 

Stop delaying react, reply, respond, okay 

Start explaining why I shouldn’t go away 

Bay, was it so hard just to say hey 

Or was a reply so out of your way 

Stay in shape, learn from mistakes  

God Bless you never cease to amaze  

After Goodnights, Great days await 

That’s all I really got left to say, babe 

 

My baby saying you don’t know my name 

My lady saying you don’t know my pain 

Maybe I’m crazy paying you to stay safe  

You not lazy, so stop playing games 

Stop delaying react, reply, respond, okay 

Start explaining why I shouldn’t go away 

Bay, was it so hard just to say hey 

Or was a reply so out of your way 

Stay in shape, learn from mistakes  

God Bless you never cease to amaze  

After Goodnights, Great days await 

That’s all I really got left to say, babe 

 

 



 

NameLess 

 

In the name of the nameless 

With faith in the faceless 

States shape-shift…. 

 

Freestyling re-invents myself, effortlessly 

Rhyme’s reason presents myself, endlessly 

Being our element finds relevant evidence 

Combine perspectives collect consciousness 

Sharing my experiences attaining awareness 

Disciples of discipline organs of organizations 

Branches of franchises stemming into systems 

Folks counting countries see visions of division 

Those woke rose to yoke votes chosen for unison 

Poets who wrote spoke notes with hopes of union 

United liberty directing justice to keep protecting 

Combining likes connecting selves keep extending 

Contemplation’s clarity helps beings see correctly 

Intention’s purity increases our degrees, officially 

True sincerity in deeds fulfills needs, respectfully 

Essence’s presence symmetrically perfecting 

Mirror-verse’s holographically reflecting! 

 

In the name of the nameless 

With faith in the faceless 

States shape-shift…. 

 



 

Naturally 

 

I want you, you want me 

Let’s get together naturally 

I love you, you love me 

We grow together maturing 

I trust you, you trust me 

Get closer to true intimacy 

I’m just you, your just me 

Yes, let go of insecurities 

Let’s get rid of impurities 

Life got its uncertainties 

Life gives us no guarantees 

 

I want you, you want me 

Let’s get together naturally 

I love you, you love me 

We grow together maturing 

I trust you, you trust me 

Get closer to true intimacy 

I’m just you, your just me 

Yes, let go of insecurities 

Let’s get rid of impurities 

Life got its uncertainties 

Life gives us no guarantees 

 

 



 

 

New Beings 

 

The wind blew on the dusk valleys 

The dirt grew into love’s alleys 

Like a lucky new beginning 

Wherever you say I’ve been 

I’ve got no fear, it’s my lot 

I’m here it’s where I’m from 

The way I walk they say I’m drunk 

I pause as I puff, puff pass the blunt 

There still exists magic in this world 

Where I enter and exit with a girl 

If I was to take it easy these moments  

Then rest would be out of the question 

Now is the time for me to carry my dreams 

Now is the time for we to marry our queens 

Here is the rise of new beginnings, new beings 

Here is the rhyme of true blessings, true beings 

 

 



 

No Coincidence 

 

You don’t believe in coincidence 

How did ya receive consciousness? 

You didn’t disbelieve consequence! 

How did ya receive common sense? 

Now didn’t ya perceive compliments 

How did you achieve confidence? 

Now don’t deceive ya convenience 

You won’t relieve ya conscience 

Of not keeping commitments 

Don’t victimize circumstance 

I wanna concede the Word to Man 

We gotta complete the Cycle’s Plan 

Me want peace with the unknown & 

She won’t seek finding a Whole Man 

He won’t need getting it at Home, nah 

We gonna be getting with the Program 

Each gotta be giving others more back 

 

If God’s consciousness 

It’s no coincidence 

Notice consequence 

 

 



 

No News 

 

No news and no one new 

My love has sent me no letter 

For some time I haven’t heard 

No greetings salutations from her 

No inquiries not even one word 

A thousand rhymes I’ve written her 

She’s playing hard to get go-getter 

Hasn’t even sent a single emissary 

Not one text no message nothing 

I’m wild with waiting stir-crazy 

Yet she’s sent no envoy this lady 

She knows my heart must be 

Like a fluttering bird but she 

Still hasn’t sent me a reply 

And I’m still wondering why 

That sweet-lipped serving girl 

Knows me now so very well 

I need weed to kiss the sky 

Although my mouth is dry 

I need red wine to drink tonight 

How much I boasted of her favors 

And all the kindnesses we shared 

Yet I’m still completely unaware 

Of how she’s been and where 

But this is no surprise, Prince 

Calm yourself down, behave 

You can’t expect a princess 

To write love letters to a slave 

 



 

No Regrets 

 

This is for all the people that do what they gotta do 

 

Why do we take what we have for granted 

Granted that what we have isn’t guaranteed 

To come with a lifetime warranty 

So make the most of the time warrantied 

With those making life worry-free 

Kiss, hug make love for more World Peace 

It’s the Drug of Love which we all need 

I need to stay focused 

Serious pay me for my choices 

I keep hearing voices 

Between clearing the noises 

I’m feeling so hopeless 

Really give me some motive 

It seems like I go unnoticed 

As MC I know I’m one of the dopest 

Heavenly mind forms rhymes poetry I flow it 

Seventy-nine born you know who the GOAT is! 

 

 



 

No Resistance 

 

Little to no resistance 

In this instance, yo 

Flowing with existence 

You know who this is 

MC AmiRimA’s lyrics 

Strike hearts targets 

Like arrows of cupid 

Life’s art gets 

Light grown in sense 

Time travels in distance 

Rhyme unravels its relevance 

Rhythm dances in attendance 

Wisdom watches in silence 

Witness the essence, Listen 

To the intuition of innocence 

Never think they got me 

Never been no carbon copy 

Never been no bargain not me 

Never in no jargon, sorry 

Forever been applauding Aw Ye 

Pleasure in causes Godly 

Measured in clauses talking 

Treasure the pauses watching 

Whoever that John’s calling 

However, Paul got his calling 

Whatever y’all gotta keep balling 

Wherever y’all want me I’m all in 

 

 



 

No Worries 

 

Don’t make me worry (No oh No) 

Won’t make you worry (No no)  

 

I hope I won’t make you worried (Nah) 

I hope you don’t make me worried 

I hope I won’t make you hurry (uhuh) 

I hope you don’t make me hurry 

I know I won’t take you lightly (ya) 

You know I don’t take me lightly 

The smoke’s gonna make you fiery 

The flow’s gonna raise you higher 

Thus spoke word play truly yourz rhyming 

Our drunken love soul’s state truly shining 

I don’t want you to be sorry 

And I don’t want to be sorry 

Nah I don’t want you to hurry 

And I don’t want to hurry 

Ah don’t want you to worry 

And ah don’t want to worry 

Without guts there’s no glory 

Without nuts there’s no story 

Without loss there’s no victory 

Without love there’s no mystery 

 

 



 

 

No Wrongs 

 

Love can do no wrong 

When it leads with heart 

Love can feel so strong 

When it leads with heart 

Love only feels as one 

When it leads with heart 

Love reveals your song 

When U lead with heart 

Love reveals your God 

When U lead with heart 

Love reveals your Love 

When U lead with heart 

Love can feel the love 

When we lead with heart 

Love can only be love 

When we lead with heart 

 

 

 



 

 

No-Thing 

 

Love moves step-by-step Yet, before time every step 

Many forms of the essence No-thingness is the essence 

 

Thankful your paper of sugar abundance 

In my embrace, her resemblance I became 

Thankful darkened earth and sky curved 

Through sight and swirl, transparent I became 

Thankful the turning wheel, unto angels 

Kingdom, King, through merciful giving 

Enlightened, Enlivened giving I became 

Thankful the God knowing one, outrunning all 

Seven planets beyond a glistering star I became 

You celebrated moon! Look and See I’m you 

‘Cause your welcoming laugh a rose garden I became  

As in a game of chess, mind in silence, by moves speaking.  

From the King’s Queen joyous and jubilant I became. 

 

Love moves step-by-step Yet, before time every step 

Many forms of the essence No-thingness is the essence 

 

 

 



 

Now Here 

 

I’m past going Nowhere, 

Getting Now Here, I’m here 

 

Content essence perception 

Intent, attention of Affection 

Connecting Transcendence 

Purified Selfless Awareness 

Unifying our Consciousness 

Creating Divine Intelligence 

Beyond the Mind's Presence 

Is this instance of Existence 

 

I’m past going Nowhere, 

Getting Now Here, I’m here 

 

Content essence perception 

Intent, attention of Affection 

Connecting Transcendence 

Purified Selfless Awareness 

Unifying our Consciousness 

Creating Divine Intelligence 

Beyond the Mind's Presence 

Is this instance of Existence 

 

I’m past going Nowhere, 

Getting Now Here, I’m here 

 

 



 

 

 

‘O’ RimA 

 

All my friends know the ‘O’ RimA 

The ‘O’ RimA is a little flyer 

‘O’ RimA arrives a mystical flowa 

‘O’ RimA is a real knower 

Hey ‘O’ RimA knows every beat, yeah 

‘O’ RimA is the one to seek, yeah 

‘O’ RimA don't you know my rap, yo 

‘O’ RimA don't you strive too act, no 

Take a little sip, Have a little bit                                               

Care to give a shit, Share a little bit                                                             

Stay in the middle’n’ we’ll be living so free 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ReleaseD 

 

See a world in grains of sand 

And heaven in the flowers 

Hold infinity in your hand 

And eternity in an hour 

As Beloved resides in Lover 

Love unifies beings, discover 

Within existence's deep sea 

Beings lost within immensity 

Revolving the Sea of God's love 

Evolved selves in Heaven above 

Hear, we share your nature 

One essence of our Maker 

I saw Eternity within time 

Like Infinite endless light 

All this cosmos is suffused 

By me in form Unmanifest 

In me all Beings must exist 

Although in them i never rest 

Yet beings do not rest in me 

Behold our sovereign destiny 

Begin serving unborn beings 

The self, helping things to be 

We become like one's we love 

Those one's who are Beloved 

Being was always everywhere 

Begin seeing self in everything 

I can never be lost to thee 

He can never be lost in me 

Seeking thou i become thou 

Releasing me from self now 
 

 



 

Redeemed 

 

The earth, the seas and the sky 

Sun, Moon, Stars, Planets shine 

Within clouds, silver linings find 

That presence always by our side 

The Creator of every being's kind 

Unconditional Loving all the time 

It were a vain endeavor 

Although i gaze forever 

Seeking outer forms, victory 

Is within our own inner glory 

Rarely can the embodied soul 

Attain the unmanifested goal 

Essence is the Soul of Universe 

Not existence nor nonexistence 

The formless is the Self itself 

Through forms its expressing 

The various forms of devotion 

The faithful have worshipped 

Yet, bet I will remain devoted 

To everyone with my true faith 

Seek refuge in the being's grace 

Reach the eternal resting place 

Preparing the endless festivity 

Elevating souls from down deep 

Uplifting into palaces of peace 

We'll shine in gardens redeemed…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Offering 

 

Take my Life for an offer to my Body 

Take my Mind as an offer to your Body 

Take my Time as an offer to your Body 

Make my Life an offering to the Godly 

Make up my Mind End Suffering of Worldly 

Make some time Friend’s offerings are Holy 

Take my Life for an offering to the Godly 

Take my Mind as an offering to the Holy 

Take my Time for an offer to my Body 

Made my Life an offering to our Artistry 

Made my Mind an offering to pure Poetry 

Made my Time an offering to your Beauty 

Take my Life for an offer to my Body 

Take my Mind as an offer to your Body 

Take my Time as an offer to your Body 

Make my Life an offering to the Godly 

Make up my Mind End Suffering of Worldly 

Make some time Friend’s offerings are Holy 

Take my Life for an offering to the Godly 

Take my Mind as an offering to the Holy 

Take my Time for an offer to my Body 

Made my Life an offering to our Artistry 

Made my Mind an offering to pure Poetry 

Made my Time an offering to your Beauty 

 
 

 



 

 

OK 

 

To thrive and be alive our spirit 

Really needs to do its natural living 

It needs to be present in its surroundings 

Tuned in to the time and space of here/now 

To touch the well-spring of the created soul 

We must act on what we know possible 

We need to experience how actions 

Effect the universe all around us 

Then people will feel the sensations 

Of personal power as that happens 

Growing from the presence’s essence 

Present in each moment, in every second 

So, our deepest wishes and hopes surface 

For most of us are seeking a peaceful purpose 

 

 

 

 



 

On & On 

 

Play yeah you want it on & on & on, 

Play yeah oh… 

Play yeah you want it on & on & on, 

Play yeah oh… 

 

Why do we say 

When you be playing 

How do I pray 

To find my Soulmate 

Now why’s she so late 

Not the time to wait 

Carpedium seize the day  

Show time the place 

No minds in debt 

No time for regrets 

Only life knows best 

Most High knows best 

Holy vines grow best 

Soul’s vibe flows best 

Holy rhymes flow best 

 

 



 

Push & Pull 

 

Pulled into different directions 

Pushed into different dimensions 

Torn into different environments 

Turning into different experiments 

Stop getting in the way of happiness 

Start letting your way be happiness  

Only you can make up your mind 

So, choose your own mood decide 

And you’ll live the life you desire 

If time’s money then money’s time 

Spend it as you like or pay the price 

Invest wisely in this game of life 

Interests guiding us to play it right 

Profits reminding us to stay alive 

Unbounded Love Uniting Minds  

Infinite Light of our Eternal Life 

Higher Selves Highly Evolved Beings 

Our Immortal Souls of the All Seeing  

Selfless Service of Endless Essences 

Enabling, Empowering all presences 

 



 

ConfideD 

 

In truth I confided 

In youth I resided 

For use I decided 

To choose to unify 

So, refuse to divide 

To improve our ties 

Mo’ kinfolk as allies (life) 

More hope we’ll find (light) 

More trust we’ll find (like) 

More of us when we unite (right) 

More love meant this fine life  

More one extends its life-style 

More GOD reflects the high-life 

More walks went miles to see smiles 

More talk within rhymes free-styles 

More toasts fine feelings freeing minds 

Most forwards posted focusing sights 

Dope flows chosen grooving for vibes 

High notes spoken saluting all of life  

Kind guidance finds solutions on time 

 

 



 

 

 

Only GOD 

 

Only God can Hold Me, Love Me, Feel Me 

Only God can Hold Me, Love Me, Feel Me 

Only Love can Know Me, Trust Me, Really 

Only Love can Know Me, Trust Me, Really 

Only Trust can Show Me, Want Me, Feel Me 

Only Trust can Show Me, Want Me, Feel Me 

Only One can Flow Me, Love Me, Really 

Only One can Flow Me, Love Me, Really 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Open-Minded 

 

I’m so broken hearted 

Got no chosen partner 

No lover no wife of mine 

No woman by my side 

But I’m so open minded 

Loves fully woke inside 

All souls always in style 

So full of hope for more life 

Energy flows throughout life    

Empty of ego and false pride 

Solely free your own mind    

Don’t need to control life 

Greed can never love life   

See through other’s eyes 

Only see other soul’s sights 

Only seek my own soul’s light 

Souls speak in flows and rhymes 

Souls feel joy, enjoy being alive 

Holy people at home with all life 

 

Oh I’m broken-hearted 

I’m So open-minded 

 

 

 



 

Closed Eyes 

 

Yes again, we’re finding our doves 

Again, beauty is uniting with love 

For the quietest anthems are hugs 

Where everyone’s able to get along 

What we own won’t need any locks 

To feel alive our hearts will be enough 

The reason of rhymes will be only love 

The season and time will be full of trust 

There, life’s every word becomes a song 

Rhymes being the response of Love 

The time our lips are so filled with songs 

We’ll find our delightful kisses will bond 

Us together like beauty coupled with love 

Lovers once more we’re feeding our doves 

 

With an open-mind I look forward, 

It’s closed eyes we move toward…. 

 

 



 

 

OtherSide 

 

Hu knows the meaning of life? 

Hu shows the seeing of light? 

Hu flows the feeling of love? 

Hu grows while being all-one? 

Hu chose my body before time? 

Hu rose all our souls, you or I? 

Hu cloned my genes, you and I!  

Hu spoke our dreams through me 

Hu chose these queens those kings  

Hu opened these scenes those things 

Hu proposed way ahead of her time 

Hu opposed by knowing the other side 

  

Hu’s come out of life more alive 

Hu’s nearly died to the other side  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Pain 

 

No matter the pain I caused you 

I know your love remains the same 

I know you’ll be fine without me 

Don’t think that I could say the same 

No matter the pain I caused you 

I know your love remains the same 

I know you’ll be fine without me 

Don’t know if I could say the same 

 

No matter the pain I caused you 

I know your love remains the same 

I know you’ll be fine without me 

Don’t think that I could say the same 

No matter the pain I caused you 

I know your love remains the same 

I know you’ll be fine without me 

Don’t know if I could say the same 

 

 

 



 

 

PARADISE 

 

I’m in Paradise kicking my feet up 

My pair of dice spinning to keep up 

One is Reason with rhyme, yuh 

One with Season and time, yuh 

It’s Love hearing you rhyme, uh 

My Love’s speaking its mind, uh 

One’s speaking while lines rhyme 

I’m Done being a meme or mime 

I’m Gone with the wind’s breeze 

The Non-being’s needing to exit 

The All seeing seeking to co-exist 

That One reaches deep wisdom  

Its wisdom leaking into systems 

This kingdom’s for every pilgrim 

This kingdom’s for God’s children 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Passion 

 

Full as a dam at capacity 

My passion's about to explode 

I can't escape, it's surrounding me 

Quiet the storm that I need a shelter from 

Sometimes it's soft as a misting rain 

That gently touches my soul 

It cools the fire that burns in me 

And I simply lose control 

Quiet the storm that I need a shelter from                     

I can't escape, it's surrounding me                                   

My passion's about to explode                                    

Full as a dam at capacity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PAY Attention 

 

Pay us some attention 

Dun playing around 

Y’all kidding around 

Better listen now 

Bet I’m getting down 

My pen is letting out 

Yes, I’m flexing loud 

Next I’m blessing crowds 

Set I’m stepping down 

Yet Ascending grounds 

When Transcending bounds 

Then extending out 

End pretending Now! 

Begin trending How? 

Beings investing counts 

Freeing interesting sounds 

Hearing interest surround 

Seeing Internet accounts 

Reaching into the clouds 

Speaking attentions amount 

 

 

 



 

 

LIFE’s Page 

 

Like life’s page flips us 

Puts a period after thoughts 

To know they should stop 

Comma’s after phrases 

In pauses have patience 

Actions are like Exclamations 

Questioning our Passions 

Less passive more pro-active 

With some you have to cut ties 

Others hold onto for dear life 

No never a time to criticize 

Happiness good times provide 

Lessons gained in the hard times 

Mother nature’s seasons on repeat 

Father time’s seconds don’t repeat 

 

 

 



 

PegAsus 

 

Bumming it till u be bumping this 

Drum Kits & Riffs Strumming hits  

I’m Jumping into a mosh-pit 

God’s giving gift of gab  

Gotta be bridging gaps 

God’s fulfilling all lacks 

Gonna be bringing you back 

Like lightning strikes the past 

Like the lighting of mics  

And the Uniting of minds 

Where words & their worlds collide 

These swords with those swords fight 

Sharpened pencils Sharpening knifes 

Kids in the den entering the Kitchen 

Heaven’s Oven & Paradise’s Stove 

Seven’s Eleven & AM PM’s the store 

Sex with all of my X’s and loving O’s  

 

The horse’s mouth spoke: Famous Quotes & Fortune’s Notes 

 

 



 

Perfectionist 

 

On the sandy gravelly beach 

On a large sketch pad 

barefoot with a glass of wine 

So very totally alone 

And where is that one-legged heron 

when I need him to whisper 

the great message 

that one perfect word or phrase 

he overwhelmed the wind sending to me 

No I will not erase 

I promise to scratch out and rearrange 

with arrows and side notes 

and thus I will preserve 

the thought processes 

and building blocks 

of engaged intimacy 

from inception to conception 

for your pleasure 

my one true love 

in the words I arrange 

 

We don’t speak any more than we need 

No, I won’t seek any more than I need 

 

 



 

 

 

PerFumes 

 

Always high off the fumes of your perfume,  

Forever falling for the tricks of magic that you do!  

O Lord! Chased by the day’s anticipation, night arrives  

On the eyebrow’s altar we kindle the candle of our eyes  

Near and dear to me is learning proper vision  

There the soul becomes the body’s prescription  

If you truly wish to gain the Eternal world  

Tell the breeze to uncover the veil, fold by fold  

And if you are seeking to renounce your will  

Upside down or counter-clockwise, have your fill  

The morning breeze and I, both revolving without end  

Drunk from your visual, virtual sorcery and intense scent  

Supremely Excellent Intelligent are the holy souls of poets,               

In this gray matter, none better lights our stardust particles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Countenance 

 

When God made your captivating countenance  

With your coquetry my work became complex  

Peace left my heart and the songbird’s  

It was time for the narcissus’s garment  

A hundred knots slipped us into the rose-bud’s  

Within the flower’s breeze is this heart of ours  

Being connected to you I begin to become content  

 The end’s interests concerned with our contentment?                                         

I beg on my dark heart, please a knot do not cast!  

A covenant I’ve made with the knot-loosening scarf.  

O Breeze of Union! Thou thyself were another life  

Forgive my fault, in hope of loyalty to you I’ll be right!  

I stated: “On account of my crime I’ll depart the city.”  

The Beloved said: “Amir, you can always leave freely.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Stages 

 

All of the world's a stage, 

Where men and women play 

Our exits and our entrances; 

And we play many parts, 

Our acts being seven ages.                                                                                                                    

At first we are all infants, 

Puking on the nurse's arms. 

Then whining school kids,                                                                                                    

Who then become lovers, 

And then like toy soldiers, 

We’re jealous in honor,  

In the mouth of cannons.                                                                                                                        

And then the justice in courts, 

Lastly our second childishness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Phases 

 

Is it the noise that we make? 

Or the unvoiced getting plays 

Our choices are being made 

Rejoicing while getting paid 

Enjoying while getting laid 

Appointments we take to the grave 

Anointments gained while being brave 

Attunements gained singing on stage 

Improve meant Nsync with The Ways 

Pursuing greatness each and every day 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Picture Perfect 

 

Picture Perfect 

I Picture Perfect 

Rhyme Patterns 

In my mind’s matter 

I Deify Matter 

Identify as Master 

Identity our Master 

Mastering my Craft 

Answering my past 

Matching my passion 

Compassion for attraction 

Attracting Passionate Mates 

Ok Compassionate Mates 

Attract what we may 

Rap tracks that way 

 

Love paints perfect pictures 

Light rays reflect scriptures 

 



 

Places 

 

I’m going to take you to the places  

you’ve never been 

Baby it’s going to be amazing 

Only you and me 

 

Come, let’s both start dating 

To each other we’re relating 

Where we share experiences 

There we’ll begin discovering 

Each other’s likes and interests 

Yes, both of us were pondering 

Lady tell me all your fantasies 

Let’s help them become reality 

Baby both of us been wandering 

Sacrificing self, serving offerings 

Please tell me about your turn-on’s 

All you need to know is I’ll turn up! 

 

 



 

 

Playboy 

 

This is my party so everyone's welcome  

whenever I come all the sexy ladies come  

on top of me some of the honeys come for money  

others are fans who come to fulfill their fantasies oooh oooh             

some smoke oooh some drink oooh others sniff others pop pills        

no joke oooh murder on the beat so it’s not nice  

lines punch drums kick bass bumps  

my rhymes tight and lifestyle's so high  

I kiss the sky at sunrise and give the moon, light  

to shine on the stars in the night time no lie  

I'm So High that's why they call me Playboy, Playboy, Playboy leave 

the boys alone they only make noise  

honestly you only need me on your playlist  

Playboy, Playboy, Playboy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

WindMillin’ 

 

WindMillin’ chilling feeling  

Fans spinnin’ from the ceiling 

Willy Nilly spillin’ lyrics 

My raps being so upliftin’ 

Freeing beings and spirits 

Gaps need to be bridging 

Speaking seeking unity 

Mastering peace, that’s giving 

Answering with facts of living 

 In treaties of peace I’m believing 

International citizens keep singing 

Social systems for self-actualizing 

 

 

 



 

PolyMorph 

 

Yo, so it’s only fair to warn 

Our soul wears many forms 

We’re more than any one form 

We’re the soul of all our forms 

Both the known, unknown worlds 

Both the born and unborn worlds 

Life forms to become more whole 

Light’s goal goes beyond your form 

While Love flows from soul to form 

While Love knows the road home 

And Life goes from form to form 

As Light shows us the soul’s goal 

 

As Light shows us the soul’s goal 

And Life goes from form to form 

While Love knows the road home 

While Love flows from soul to form 

Light’s goal goes beyond your form 

Life forms to become more whole 

Both the born and unborn worlds 

Both the known, unknown worlds 

We’re the soul of all our forms 

We’re more than any one form 

Our soul wears many forms 

Yo, so it’s only fair to warn 

 

PolyMorph 

 



 

PoeTry 

 

To my soul, I’m eager to seek you 

I’ll be on the waves of your sea 

You’re all my hopes and dreams 

Wish I could be one of your dreams 

 

Ay, I’ve got a lot to say that I can’t tell you 

I can’t sleep cause of your perfume’s fumes 

You can speak so warmly and I’m so drunk 

From your gaze that I can’t hear my own love 

I’m happy I can’t touch the night’s moonlight 

Like the wall’s shadow we’re with moonlight 

I can’t go past the peak of your mountaintop 

Away from you I’m burned in the night’s gown 

Can’t sleep like a candle burning at both ends 

The flower cries that I can’t grow in the garden 

 

To my soul, I’m eager to seek you 

I’ll be on the waves of your sea 

You’re all my hopes and dreams 

Wish I could be one of your dreams 

 

 



 

Praise 

 

Praise God bro 

Wake up flow 

Thank God Oh 

Embrace hug yo 

Take drugs so 

Make Love slow 

Great trust grow 

Stay just bro 

Gain trust so 

Remain just tho 

Attain love yo 

Praise God bro 

Attain love yo 

Remain just tho 

Gain trust so 

Stay just bro 

Great trust grow 

Make Love slow 

Take drugs so 

Embrace hug yo 

Thank God Oh 

Wake up flow 

Praise God bro 

 

 



 

 

Prayer 

 

       All religions and wisdom traditions 

All of their singing is only one song 

The differences are vanity and illusion 

Prayer’s meaning is more than its form 

As the human spirit is more than its form 

We’ve borrowed these clothes, 

These time/place personalities 

From a light and when we praise 

We’re pouring them back into space 

Why not laugh like a rose?  

Why not spread good aromas? 

For I am a light within his light 

If you see me tell no one what you’ve seen 

The body itself is a screen 

To shield and partially reveal 

The light that’s blazing in your field 

Anything you do every day can open 

Into the deepest spiritual place of freedom 

 

 

 



 

 

Names & Shapes 

 

The human shape is like a ghost 

Made of different cells and atoms 

The thirst in all our souls 

Is put out by water itself 

We belong to it, it belongs to us 

We can’t help being thirsty  

Moving toward the voice of water 

You breathe without a body like a spark 

You grieve and I begin to feel lighter 

O God! You are the infinite ray of light  

I am the red rose of eternity 

Not made of water, fire, wind not earthly 

I play with these elements of the world 

When the soul first put on the body’s clothes 

The ocean lifted up all its gifts 

When love first tasted the lips 

Of being human, it started singing 

Why not be fresh from the heart-spring 

 

 

 



 

 

Pure Souls 

 

Come much closer 

My soul seducing idol 

Come now my love 

Become One my Soul 

Under the world’s Sun 

Our dance has just begun 

Only for you I have longed 

You right all my wrongs 

You write all my songs 

In my mind, find my soul 

In my rhymes, feel me flow 

Guidance of your wise words 

Alchemizes my heart of stone 

To realize it was pure gold 

Recognizing our values worth 

Reminding us our true source 

 

 

 



 

 

Promised 

 

If I had to promise you something, what would it be? 

I can’t promise that you’ll always be comfortable… 

Because comfort brings boredom and discomfort. 

I can’t promise that all your desires will be fulfilled… 

Because desires, fulfilled or unfulfilled, bring frustration. 

I can’t promise that there’ll always be good times… 

Because tough times make joy more appreciated. 

I can’t promise that we’ll be rich or famous or powerful… 

Because they can all be pathways to misery. 

I can’t promise that we’ll always be together… 

For separation makes togetherness wonderful. 

Yet if you are willing to walk with me, 

If you’re willing to value love over everything else, 

I promise that you’ll be the richest and most fulfilled 

I promise your life will be an eternal celebration, 

I promise you I’ll cherish you more than a king his throne, 

And I shall love you more than a mother loves a newborn. 

 

I hear only the HOLY SPIRIT in yoU 

HU also speaks to ME through yoU 

 

 

 



 

QUEEN BiBi 

 

Uh, come on now baybe 

Welcome Home Honey 

Queen B’s Home Coming 

Feel Free You’re Family 

So, marry me to the streets 

Between the sheets be a freak 

A Boss Lady in the streets 

See A Sea by the Beach 

Be A Goddess and a Queen 

To me confess all your dreams 

Hopefully we’ll fulfill our needs 

Life becomes what we make naked 

Kid around and get pregnant: baby 

Been down with yo’ style freaking crazy 

Get around spend most yo’ time pleasing me 

Come around I’ll spend all my time pleasing 

In town we’ll spend nights love making 

Settle down together a risk worth taking  

 


